Semester 2 Snap shot, 2014

The last two terms have been full of exciting happenings. First of all there’s the everyday timetable structure with “Play Is The Way”, Sport and Class time. On Friday’s we have our own “Earth Hour”. Students build their sense of responsibility, school pride and leadership by completing tasks such as, cleaning the chook shed, attending to the worm farms and watering. This semester we’ve implemented the role of a Supervisor for Personal Development of Life Skills.

There has been quite a few extra curriculum activities that I have been involved with such as the Eisteddfod where our Students sang “The Lions Sleeps Tonight” and won their Section. In September we attended the Grade 3/4 Camp at Camp Coolamatong. “Walk to School” was a highlight of October. Our Students completed a combined effort of 236km which is equivalent to reaching Lakes Entrance so we celebrated with a beach style picnic and beach volleyball all on our lawn. Our Melbourne Zoo trip was a great day topped off with the Senior Students, Katy, York (Chinese Assistant) and I going to the Shrine and having dinner at Chinatown.

It’s been a great year with the Students, there have been a lot of enjoyable moments, sharing in our lives journey together.